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Abstract. In this work, the performance of Multilingual Phone Recognition System (Multi-PRS) is improved
using articulatory features (AFs). Four Indian languages – Kannada, Telugu, Bengali and Odia – are used for
developing Multi-PRS. The transcription is derived using international phonetic alphabets (IPAs). Multi-PRS is
trained using hidden Markov models and the state-of-the-art Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). AFs for ﬁve AF
groups – place, manner, roundness, frontness and height – are predicted from Mel-frequency cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs) using DNNs. The oracle AFs, which are derived from the ground truth IPA transcriptions, are
used to set the best performance realizable by the predicted AFs. The performances of predicted and oracle AFs
are compared. In addition to the AFs, the phone posteriors are explored to further boost the performance of
Multi-PRS. Multi-task learning is explored to improve the prediction accuracy of AFs and thereby reduce the
Phone Error Rates (PERs) of Multi-PRSs. Fusion of AFs is done using two approaches: i) lattice re-scoring
approach and ii) AFs as tandem features. We show that oracle AFs by feature fusion with MFCCs offer a
remarkably low target of PER of 10.4%, which is 24.7% absolute reduction compared with baseline Multi-PRS
with MFCCs alone. The best performing system using predicted AFs has shown 3.2% reduction in absolute PER
(9.1% reduction in relative PER) compared with baseline Multi-PRS. The best performance is obtained using the
tandem approach for fusion of various AFs and phone posteriors.
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1. Introduction
Multilingual Phone Recognition System (Multi-PRS) is a
language-independent, universal Phone Recognition System (PRS) that can recognize the phonetic units present in a
given speech utterance independent of the language of the
speech utterance. The difﬁculty in developing a Multi-PRS
is to arrive at a common multilingual phone-set based on
which such a phonetic decoding of input speech utterance
can be done independent of its language. In addition to
having proper coverage of all the phones occurring across
the multiple languages, the common multilingual phone-set
should also ensure that the phones of individual languages
are accurately mapped to the phones in the common multilingual phone-set. The trancription based on international
phonetic alphabets (IPAs) can be used to derive such a
common multilingual phone-set, which involves mapping

*For correspondence

the acoustically similar phonetic units across languages to
an underlying IPA unit. Since the IPAs have strict one-toone correspondence between symbols and sounds, the
transcription of all the distinct languages of the world can
be derived using IPAs [1].
One of the important direction in multilingual speech
recognition is the use of articulatory features (AFs), given
that their production basis serves as a common feature set
across languages. AFs are related to the speech production
mechanisms and provide a more compact representation of
the speech independent of the language in which it is
produced. AFs represent the positioning and movements of
articulators during the production of a sound unit. The
speech production involves the articulators such as glottis,
velum, tongue, hard palate, teeth, lips and alveolar ridge.
The AFs represent a higher degree of invariance and
hence it is more appropriate to use them in multilingual
tasks that will represent the acoustic-phonetic variability
across languages [2]. The IPA chart is designed based on
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the speech production characteristics (i.e. AFs representation) of each sound unit [1]. Each sound unit has unique
AFs and they change from one sound unit to another. Five
broad AF groups – height, frontness, roundness, manner
and place – are considered in this study. The consonants
characteristics are captured by manner and place AFs,
while the vowels characteristics are captured by height,
roundness and frontness AF groups. The signiﬁcance of
having ﬁve AF groups to capture various AFs is reported in
[3, 4].
Three ways of deriving AFs are mainly explored in literature: i) direct physical measurements [5–10], ii) classiﬁcation scores for pseudo-articulatory features [11–14] and
iii) acoustic-articulatory transformations using inverse
mapping [15–17]. Among the three approaches, the second
approach is more feasible and most widely used in the
context of continuous speech recognition compared with
other two approaches. The ﬁrst method is difﬁcult to
explore due to the difﬁculty of getting speech corpora
having the articulatory motions measured using physical
instruments for Indian languages, while the third approach
suffers as there are no inverse mapping techniques available
for deriving all the AFs. Hence, we have explored the
second approach in this study.
In this work, our focus is on improving the performance
of Multi-PRS using AFs. We examine Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based AF estimation from Mel-frequency
cepstral coefﬁcients (MFCCs), and use an early-fusion
framework to augment the MFCC feature vector with various categories of AFs to enhance the multilingual phone
recognition performance. We also examine the use of
multi-task learning (MTL) to improve the AF prediction
accuracies and thereby contribute to the improvement in the
performance of Mutli-PRSs. In essence, this work focuses
on how best to arrive at a feature space (the AF parameter
space) and the common multilingual phone-set (the IPA
set) that ensures enhanced invariance of the phonetic units
amidst the increased variability due to the multilingual
nature of the Multi-PRS problem.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the literature survey on related works. Section 3
describes our experimental set-up. Detailed description of
development of Multi-PRS is provided in section 4. Section 5 describes the extraction of AFs. The use of AFs and
the feature fusion techniques are given in section 6. The use
of MTL to enhance AF-predictors and Multi-PRSs is
described in section 7. Section 8 provides the summary of
the paper.

2. Related work
Some of the notable works related to multilingual speech
recognition reported in the literature are as follows. In 1998
Corredor-Ardoy et al [18] explored the development of a
Multi-PRS using spontaneous telephone speech of four
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languages, namely British English, French, Castillan
Spanish and German. In 2001, Schultz et al developed a
multilingual speech recognition system using GlobalPhone
database in a language-independent, -dependent and language-adaptive manner. The multilingual acoustic models
are used to estimate the acoustic models for a new language
in a fast and efﬁcient way [19–21]. In 2013, Heigold et al
[22] trained multilingual acoustic models using DNNs and
compared them to monolingual and cross-lingual systems.
Data from 11 Romance languages with a total amount of
10k hours was used for conducting experiments. It is found
that multilingual systems outperform both cross-lingual and
monolingual systems [22]. In 2014, Vu et al [23] developed
multilingual DNN-based acoustic modelling that can be
applied to new languages. The effect of phone merging on
multilingual DNN in the context of rapid language adaptation is investigated. Ten different languages from the
GlobalPhone database are considered [23].
Although there have been signiﬁcant efforts in developing multilingual speech recognizers, the number of works
exploring the development of multilingual speech recognizers in the context of Indian languages is very limited. A
few works in this direction are as follows. In 2005, Kumar
et al [24] developed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)based bilingual speech recognizer using Tamil and Hindi
languages. The Bhattacharyya distance measure is used to
group the acoustically similar phones across two languages
[24]. In 2005, Gangashetty et al [25] developed a multilingual speech recognition system based on syllable units
using 3 Indian languages – Telugu, Hindi and Tamil. The
syllable-like consonant–vowel units across 3 languages are
merged to train the multilingual speech recognizer [25]. In
2014, Mohan et al [26] developed a small vocabulary
multilingual speech recognizer using two linguistically
similar Indian languages – Hindi and Marathi. It can be
noted that none of the multilingual efforts has examined the
use of IPA to derive a common phone-set labelling mechanism in the context of Indian languages and all are limited
to simplistic approaches. Our work, based on the IPA
transcription, represents an unifying framework generalizable to new languages easily.
Since the AFs are more universal [27–29] and less
dependent on language compared with the conventional
spectral features [30–32], they can be explored to improve
the performance of multilingual speech recognizers. The
AFs can be continuous or discrete [33], with the Mermelstein model [34–36] being a classic example of the continuous model. AFs have been consistently shown to
improve the performance of speech recognizers, such as in
[37–39] (using continuous valued AFs) and in [11–13]
(using discrete valued AFs). Although the AFs are widely
used to improve the performance of monolingual speech
recognizers [11–13, 40, 41], only a few works exploring the
AFs to improve multilingual speech recognizers are
reported. The number of works exploring the use of AFs to
improve the performance of multilingual speech
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recognizers in the context of Indian languages is very
limited. A few notable works in this direction are as
follows.
In 1997, Deng [27] proposed a integrated-multilingual
speech recognizer framework mainly focusing on crosslanguage portability. The articulatory, acoustic and auditory
features are used for capturing the cross-language commonality. The AFs are derived from the dynamic properties
of the vocal tract that are derived using the task-dynamic
model. The tract variables such as upper and lower lips,
jaw, tongue body, tongue tip, velum, glottal width, total
lung force, supralaryngeal vocal tract volume and vocal
fold tension are considered for representing the AFs. The
study aims to a build a universal speech recognizer that can
be used across all the languages [27].
In 2003, Stuker et al [42] showed that the AFs derived
from cross-lingual and multilingual AF detectors can
reduce the Word Error Rates (WERs) of HMM-based
speech recognizers signiﬁcantly. The AF detectors can
compensate the inter-language variability. The study considers ﬁve languages – Chinese Mandarin, German, Japanese, Spanish and English – whose data is taken from
GlobalPhone [43] and Wall Street Journal corpora. The
transcription was derived using IPA symbols. It is found
that the feature detectors that are trained using the multilingual AFs (i.e. the AFs of multiple languages) have higher
classiﬁcation accuracy compared with the feature detectors
trained using the AFs of single language. The performance
of speech recognizers based on multilingual AF detectors is
superior compared with the speech recognizers based on
monolingual AF detectors. The use of multilingual AFs has
signiﬁcantly reduced the WER of HMM-based recognizer
[2, 42].
In 2007, Ore [44] developed AF detectors for detecting
the AFs using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) and
Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs). English dataset from
Wall Street Journal corpus and German, Spanish and
Japanese datasets from GlobalPhone corpora [43] are used.
Multilingual AF detectors are developed using the data
from all four languages. Four monolingual AF detectors
separately for each language are also developed. The outputs of the AF detectors were used as features for training
HMM-based phoneme recognizer. It is shown that the AFs
output by the multilingual AF detectors performs better
than that of the monolingual AF detectors. It is also found
that the speech recognizers using AFs have higher performance compared with MFCCs [44].
In 2011, Rasipuram and Magimai-Doss [45] used the
MTL to improve the prediction accuracies of MLP-based
AF estimators. It is shown that the use of MTL-derived AFs
has signiﬁcant improvement in the performance of TIMIT
phoneme recognizer [45].
In 2016, Muller et al [46] demonstrated the development
of speech recognizers for low-resource languages using
multilingual speech corpora. AFs are used to improve the
performance of multilingual speech recognizers. Fully
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connected feed-forward neural networks are used for predicting the AFs. The datasets of 4languages – English,
French, German and Turkish (taken from Euronews corpus)
– are considered for training the multilingual speech recognizer using DNNs. Multilingual phone-set is derived by
merging the IPA symbols from all the languages. The
combination of AFs and language feature vectors has
shown the least WER [46]. The use of language feature
vectors to improve the performance of multilingual systems
is described in [47].
In 2017, Sahraeian [48] worked on the adaptation of
multilingual DNNs to a low-resource language. Articulatory-like features are extracted using a feature transformation technique called Intrinsic Spectral Analysis (ISA)
manifold learning. Data of 9 different languages from
GlobalPhone corpus [43] are considered in their studies.
The language independence behaviour of spectral and ISA
features is studied using 7 AFs – front vowel, back vowel,
open vowel, plosive, labial, nasal and fricative – which
are extracted from the bottleneck layer of DNNs. It is
found that the ISA features exhibit overall better language-independent behaviour than spectral features. Several experiments were conducted under monolingual,
cross-lingual and multilingual settings to demonstrate the
usefulness of ISA. It is shown that the ISA features have
signiﬁcant advantages compared with traditional ﬁlterbank features in multilingual and low-resource scenarios
[32, 48, 49].
In 2018, Dash et al [50] explored the use of articulatory
information to improve the automatic speech recognizer
(ASR) performance using 4 Indian languages, namely
Hindi, Marathi, Bengali and Oriya. Articulatory movements
were recorded during speech production using an electromagnetic articulograph and trained together with acoustic
features to build ASRs for these languages. ASR systems
are trained using MM-HMM, DNN-HMM and Long Short
Term Memory recurrent neural network (LSTM)-HMM. A
multilingual, multi-modal speech recognizer that was built
by constructing a uniﬁed dictionary consisting of common
and unique phonemes of all the four languages has shown
signiﬁcant reductions in the phoneme error rates [50].
The objective of our study is to examine the use of AFs
to improve the performance of Multi-PRSs. This study is
perhaps the ﬁrst of its effort in the context of Indian languages in several fronts, such as the use of IPA-based
transcription to derive the common multilingual phone-set
for Multi-PRS, the application of MTL for estimation of
AFs, the use of DNN-derived AFs as features with
improved Phone Error Rate (PER) and establishing very
low PERs (  10%) for oracle AFs, thereby setting the
baseline performance achievable if AFs can be estimated
accurately from speech directly or via other spectral representations. Earlier, we have examined the use of AFs to
improve the performance of monolingual PRSs using
Bengali and TIMIT datasets [3]. The work presented here is
an extension of the work reported in [51].
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3. Experimental set-up
The following subsections provide a detailed description of
the experimental set-up used in this study.

3.1 Multilingual speech corpora
The multilingual speech corpora are developed using 4
Indian languages – Telugu (TE), Kannada (KN), Odia (OD)
and Bengali (BN). The speech corpora were developed as a
consortium project titled Prosodically guided phonetic
engine for searching speech databases in Indian languages
supported by DIT, Government of India [52]. Further
details on speech corpora can be found in [53–57].
A sampling rate of 16 kHz with a precision of 16 bits per
sample is used for recording the audio ﬁles. The IPA chart was
used for deriving the phonetically rich transcription for all the
wave ﬁles. Independent of the language of production of a
sound unit, an IPA will always have same production characteristics and hence IPA is language independent in nature. Since
the IPAs can be used to transcribe sound units of any language,
the merging of acoustically similar phonetic units from multiple
languages based on IPA transcription will be more accurate
compared with the transcription based on ascii text.
The speech corpora in reading mode, collected from the
television and radio news broadcasts and the reading of
textbooks and story-books in a closed room noiseless environment, is considered in this work [53, 57]. Each audio ﬁle
contains 1 sentence of speech utterance. The training and
testing consists of non-overlapping speakers with a split ratio
of 80 : 20 for train and test dataset, respectively.
Table 1 shows the various statistics of multilingual speech
corpora used in this study. The duration of speech data and
the count of speakers are separately shown for each language.
The language name is listed in the ﬁrst column. The count of
male and female speakers is provided in the next 2 columns.
Fourth to seventh columns tabulate the duration of different
datasets in terms of number of hours.

3.2 Training HMMs and DNNs
We start our training by building Context-Independent (CI)
GMM-HMMs (referred to as HMMs throughout) using ﬂatstart initialization. The training of Context-Dependent (CD)
Table 1. Statistics of multilingual speech corpora.
#Spkrs
Language

Male

Telugu
Kannada
Odia
Bengali

9
7
14
20

Female
10
9
16
30
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HMMs is initialized using the alignments obtained from the
CI HMMs. Further, the CD DNN-HMMs (referred to as
DNNs throughout) are trained using the alignments
obtained from the CD HMMs. The training of CI DNNs is
also explored using the alignments generated by the CI
HMMs. Monophones are used for training CI models, while
the triphones are used for training CD models.
The acoustic-phonetic decision tree is used for capturing
the mapping from HMM-state index and the phonetic context, to an emission probability density [58]. Number of
transition states, number of Gaussians and number of transition IDs depend on the context being modelled and the
number of phones used. DNNs having the hidden layers with
tanh non-linearity and the output layer with softmax activation are considered. Greedy layer-by-layer supervised training is employed for training DNNs. A learning rate of 0.015
was used initially, which was then exponentially decreased
for ﬁrst 15 epochs. Last 5 epochs use a constant learning rate
of 0.002. After the completion of addition of all the hidden
layers to the network, the parameters of each layer are scaled
separately by performing shrinking after every 3 iterations.
Halfway between the end of training and completion of
addition of all the hidden layers, mixing up was carried out.
The preconditioned afﬁne components are used for
maintaining the stability of training. After the completion
of ﬁnal iteration of DNN training, a single model is
obtained by combining the models of last 10 iterations. A
temporal context of 9 frames, containing 4 frames on both
the sides, is used as input to DNNs. The optimal numbers of
hidden layers for Multi-PRSs and AF-predictors are tuned,
by varying the width of hidden layers. We found that the 4
hidden layered DNNs are suitable for AF-predictors (see
section 5.2), and the 5 hidden layered DNNs are good for
Multi-PRSs (see section 4). For example, the baseline
Multi-PRS described in section 4 has 432, 300, 19860 units
at input, hidden and output layers, respectively. Depending
on the dimension of the input features, the total number of
parameters of DNNs ranges between 1.9 and 2.0 millions.
Decoding is done using bi-phone (phoneme bi-grams)
language model. The lattices are decoded using the acoustic
scaling factor and language model weighting factor, which
are optimally determined from the development set so as to
minimize the PER. The procedure used for training the
DNNs is similar to the one described in [59]. DNNs training
used in this study is similar to the one presented in [59].
The open-source Kaldi toolkit is used for building the
phone recognition models [60].

Duration (h)
Train
4.05
2.80
3.58
3.42

Dev
0.47
0.33
0.36
0.40

Test
1.07
0.76
0.97
0.99

Total
5.59
3.89
4.91
4.81

4. Development of monolingual and multilingual
PRSs
Monolingual Phone Recognition Systems (Mono-PRSs) are
trained using the data of single language, while the MultiPRSs are trained using the data from multiple languages. In
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this work, we have considered 4 Indian languages – TE,
KN, OD and BN. The data from the multilingual speech
corpora described in section 3.1 is considered. The train
data of all the four languages shown in table 1 is used for
training the Multi-PRS. Similarly, the test data of all the
four languages shown in table 1 becomes the test data for
evaluating the performance of Multi-PRS. For each language, a separate Mono-PRS is developed using the corresponding train and test data shown in table 1. This results
in development of 4 Mono-PRSs for TE, KN, OD and BN
languages. The common phone-set for each Mono-PRS is
derived by grouping the acoustically similar IPAs present in
the training data of the corresponding language and
selecting the phonetic units that have sufﬁcient number of
occurrences to train a separate model for each of them. The
IPAs that do not have sufﬁcient number of occurrences will
be mapped to the closest linguistically similar phonetic
units present in the considered common phone-set. The
count of phones present in the common phone-sets of TE,
KN, OD and BN languages is found to be 35, 36, 36 and 34,
respectively. In case of Multi-PRS the common multilingual phone-set is determined using the following procedure: The acoustically similar IPAs from all the four
languages are merged together, and the phonetic units
having sufﬁcient number of occurrences (so as to train a
separate model for each of them) are added to common
multilingual phone-set. IPAs with insufﬁcient number of
occurrences are mapped to the closest linguistically similar
phonetic units present in common multilingual phone-set.
The count of phones present in the common multilingual
phone-set of Multi-PRS is found to be 44. MFCC features
are used for building Mono-PRSs and baseline Multi-PRS.
The procedure for extracting the MFCCs is similar to the
one described in [61]. We have explored both DNNs and
HMMs for training the phone recognizers under CD and CI
settings. The procedure given in section 3.2 is used for
training DNNs and HMMs.
We have used the sclite tool [62] for computing PERs.
The hypothesized text decoded by the speech recognizer is
compared to the reference transcription using Dynamic
Programming (DP) to compute PER. The cost of insertions
(I), correct phones, substitutions (S) and deletions (D) in
DP string alignment is 3, 0, 4 and 3, respectively. The PER
is computed using Equation (1):
Phone Error Rate ¼

SþDþI
 100%
N

ð1Þ

where N indicates the total number of phones in the reference transcriptions.
Table 2 shows the PERs of Mono-PRSs and baseline
Multi-PRS. PER is computed by comparing the decoded
phones to the reference phone labels. In table 2, as one
moves from right to left, PERs increase in all the rows. This
shows that the CI models have higher PERs than CD
models. DNNs have lower PERs (better performance)
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compared with HMMs. Since the CD DNNs have shown
the least PERs in all the cases, we have used only CD
DNNs in all our further experiments. Detailed description
on development of Multi-PRS can be found in [61, 63].

5. Extraction of AFs
The prediction of the AFs from the spectral features using
DNNs is discussed in detail in the following subsections.

5.1 AFs
Each sound unit can be represented as a set of features
based on the articulators used to produce it. These features,
which describe the properties of speech production of a
sound unit, are called AFs. In addition to providing the
discriminating features between various phonetic units, the
AFs will also enable us to capture the co-articulation effect
between the neighbouring phonetic units [37, 64–66]. The
AF speciﬁcation containing the AF values for each of the
ﬁve AF groups – height, frontness, roundness, manner and
place – is shown in table 3. The AF group is shown in the
ﬁrst column. The possible feature values (i.e. AF speciﬁcation) for each AF group are shown in the second column.
The last column shows the cardinality. The number of
feature classes in an AF group is indicated by cardinality.
Similar kinds of AF speciﬁcations are used in [11–13].

5.2 Prediction of AFs using AF-predictors
In this work, the frame-level AFs for each AF group are
predicted from the spectral features using AF-predictors.
Separate AF-predictors are developed for each AF group.
AFs are predicted for ﬁve AF groups – height, frontness,
roundness, manner and place – using AF-predictors.
MFCCs are used as features for training the AF-predictors
using DNNs. The procedure for extracting MFCCs is similar to the one described in [61]. For training DNNs we
require the speech data, which is transcribed using AF
labels at frame-level. Since the transcription is available at
phone-level, the frame-level AF labels for each AF group
Table 2. PERs of monolingual and baseline Multilingual Phone
Recognition Systems developed using MFCCs.
CI

CD

PRS

HMM

DNN

HMM

DNN

Telugu
Kannada
Odia
Bengali
Multi-PRS

42.1
43.5
33.6
49.0
49.4

35.5
39.5
29.5
41.6
39.8

35.0
38.5
28.0
43.4
39.0

30.7
37.1
26.5
37.6
35.1
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Table 3. Articulatory feature speciﬁcation for different AF groups of multilingual speech corpora.
AF group
Place
Manner
Roundness
Frontness
Height

Features

Cardinality

silence, vowel, glottal, velar, palatal, retroﬂex, alveolar, labiodental,
bilabial
silence, vowel, nasal, approximant, fricative, plosive
silence, consonant, unrounded, rounded
silence, consonant, back, mid, front
silence, consonant, open, open-mid, close-mid, close

are obtained by mapping the phone labels present in the
phone-level transcription to AF label. The AF label of an
AF group represents a possible AF value for that speciﬁc
AF group. The possible AF labels for each AF group are
shown in table 3. Table 4 shows the mapping of each phone
label into a set of AF labels of various AF groups. The ﬁrst
column in table 4 lists unique IPA symbols present in the
IPA transcription of multilingual speech corpora. The second to sixth columns show the corresponding place, manner, roundness, frontness and height AF values for each
phone. The mapping for each IPA symbol to various AF
groups is derived using the IPA chart [1].
AF-predictors are trained for classiﬁcation of the features
shown in table 3. The posterior probabilities generated by
the AF-predictors represent AFs. Figure 1 illustrates the
prediction of manner AFs (i.e. manner AF-predictor). The
predicted feature values represent the manner AFs. The
block diagrams for remaining four AF-predictors are similar to ﬁgure 1.
Figure 2 illustrates the development of AF-predictors for
ﬁve AF groups. The AFs for a particular AF group are
predicted using the AF-predictor of that speciﬁc group.

5.3 Performance evaluation of AF-predictors
The performance of AF-predictors is evaluated using 3
measures: i) frame-wise accuracy, ii) mean squared error
(MSE) and iii) AF-Estimation Error Rate (AF-EER). The
frame-wise accuracy of each AF-predictor is computed by
comparing the decoded AF label to the actual AF label at
frame-level [12, 13]. MSE measures the average of the
squares of the errors between the predicted and oracle AFs.
AF-EER of AF-predictors is computed by comparing the
decoded AF labels to the reference AF labels using DP. The
procedure is similar to the computation of PER [62]. AFEER is computed similar to the computation of PER using
Equation (1) as described in section 4 except that the AF
labels are used for comparison in place of the phone labels.
Table 5 shows the frame-wise accuracy, MSE and AFEER of various AF-predictors. The ﬁrst column shows AF
group. The second to fourth columns show the corresponding frame-wise accuracy, MSE and AF-EER.
Roundness AF group shows the highest frame-wise

9
6
4
5
6

accuracy, while the height AF group shows the least framewise accuracy. Place AF group shows the least MSE, while
the height AF group shows the highest MSE. Manner AF
group shows the least AF-EER, while the height AF group
shows the highest AF-EER.

6. AFs for multilingual phone recognition
The predicted AFs and MFCCs are combined to improve
the performance of Multi-PRSs. The combination of predicted AFs and MFCCs is carried out using 2 approaches,
namely i) lattice re-scoring approach (LRA) and ii) combining AFs as tandem features (AF-Tandem). In addition to
AFs, we have also explored the combination of phone
posteriors (PPs) to further boost the performance of MultiPRS. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of combination of
AFs using LRA. There are 3 stages in ﬁgure 3. In the ﬁrst
stage, the AF-predictors are developed to predict the AFs
for 5 AF groups from MFCCs. DNNs are used to develop
AF-predictors. In the second stage, the predicted AFs
(output of ﬁrst stage) are combined with the MFCCs to
develop Multi-PRSs. Since these Multi-PRSs are developed
using AFs and are arranged in tandem, we call them AFbased tandem Multi-PRSs. The third stage is developed to
combine the AFs from multiple AF groups. In the third
stage, LRA is used for combining the AF-based tandem
Multi-PRSs developed in the second stage.
In the AF-Tandem approach of combining the AFs,
predicted AFs from different AF-predictors are augmented
with MFCCs and used as tandem features to develop MultiPRSs. Figure 4 shows a block diagram of proposed MultiPRS that uses AF-Tandem approach for combining the AFs
of different AF groups.

6.1 Development of AF-based tandem multi-PRSs
We have developed AF-based tandem Multi-PRSs using
the combination of MFCCs and the AFs. The training data
used for development of AF-based tandem Multi-PRSs is
the same as the training data of Multi-PRS described in
section 4, except that the combination of MFCCs and AFs
is used as features instead of MFCCs alone. The AFs for
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Table 4. Mapping of phone labels in multilingual speech corpora to AF values of various AF groups.

Figure 1. Block diagram of manner articulatory features
predictor.

Figure 2. Block diagram for the prediction of articulatory
features.
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Table 5. Frame-wise accuracies, mean squared errors and AF-Estimation Error Rates of various AF-predictors.
AF group

Frame-wise accuracy (%)

Place
Manner
Roundness
Frontness
Height

85.6
89.4
90.8
84.8
80.5

AF-Predictors/
PPs-Predictors

Tandem
Multilingual PRSs

DNNs

Place AFs

DNNs

Manner AFs

DNNs

Roundness AFs

+

+

MFCCs

+

Frontness AFs

+

MFCCs

DNNs

Height AFs

+

ConsonantAF-based

LRA

All-AF
based

LRA

Vowel
AF-based

LRA

All-AF-PPs
based

Height

MFCCs

DNNs

LRA
Manner

Frontness

Phone Posteriors

+

MFCCs

PP-based

AF-estimation error rate (%)
21.3
17.9
18.5
23.3
26

Combined Tandem
Multilingual PRSs

Roundness

MFCCs

DNNs

0.025
0.028
0.037
0.048
0.051

Place

MFCCs

M
F
C
C
s

Mean squared error

Figure 5. Block diagram of the manner-AF-based tandem MultiPRS.

LRA = Lattice Rescoring Approach
PP = Phone Posterior

Figure 3. Block diagram of proposed Multi-PRS using lattice rescoring approach for fusion of articulatory features.

MFCCs

AF-Predictors/
PPs-Predictor

DNNs

DNNs

DNNs

DNNs

DNNs

MFCCs

Place
AFs

Manner
AFs

Roundness
AFs

Frontness
AFs

Height
AFs

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

All-AF-Tandem
MPRS

+

+

+

Vowel-AFTandem MPRS

+
+

+

+

DNNs
Phone Posterior
Features

+

All-AF-PPs
Tandem MPRS

Consonant-AFTandem MPRS

Figure 4. Block diagram of proposed Multi-PRS using AFTandem approach for fusion of articulatory features.

each AF group are predicted from the spectral features
using the AF-predictors, as per the procedure mentioned in
section 5. In the tandem approach, DNNs are ﬁrst trained
using MFCCs to perform the classiﬁcation at frame-level
and then the frame-level posterior probability estimates of
the DNNs are used as features for developing Multi-PRSs.
The predicted AFs of a particular AF group are augmented
with the MFCCs to develop AF-based tandem Multi-PRS
for that AF group [67, 68]. Separate tandem Multi-PRSs are
developed using the AFs predicted from each AF group.
This leads to development of 5 different AF-based tandem
Multi-PRSs.

Figure 6. Illustration of manner-AF-based tandem PRS for 10
frames using posteriogram representation.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of manner-AF-based
tandem Multi-PRS. The manner AF-predictor is used for
predicting the manner AFs, as shown in ﬁgure 1. The
combination of predicted manner AFs and MFCCs are used
as features for training DNNs to develop a manner-AFbased tandem Multi-PRS in the second stage. Similarly,
ﬁve different AF-based tandem Multi-PRSs are developed
using the predicted AFs from each AF group.
Figure 6 illustrates the manner-AF-based tandem PRS
for 10 frames using posteriogram representation. The
MFCCs are augmented with the posteriogram distribution
of manner AFs obtained in the ﬁrst stage. The combination
of the MFCCs and the manner AFs is then fed to the
manner-AF-based tandem Multi-PRS for decoding the
phones in the input speech utterance.
Five AF-based tandem Multi-PRSs are developed using
the combination of MFCCs and the AFs predicted by the
corresponding AF-predictor. To establish the target
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performance achievable by the predicted AFs, the oracle
AFs for each AF group are obtained as follows. The phone
labels are mapped to AF labels at frame level. The framelevel posteriogram for oracle AFs is generated by setting
the posterior corresponding to the AF label to 1 and
remaining posteriors to 0. The posteriogram thus generated
will be used as oracle AFs.
Table 6 shows the PERs of AF-based tandem MultiPRSs. The results are shown separately for predicted and
oracle AFs. The second column shows the PERs of AFbased tandem Multi-PRS using combination of MFCCs and
predicted AFs as features, while the third column shows the
PERs obtained using combination of MFCCs and oracle
AFs as features. For better analysis and comparison of
results, the performance of baseline Multi-PRS using
MFCCs is also shown in the table. It is observed that the
PERs of all the tandem Multi-PRSs are superior compared
with the baseline Multi-PRS. This clearly indicates that the
use of AFs has reduced the PERs. The average PER of
oracle AFs is 14.5% lower than that of predicted AFs. This
indicates that there is large scope to reduce the PERs of
predicted AFs (up to 14.5% on an average). In addition to
the proposed DNN-based predicted AFs, alternative methods for predicting the AFs can be explored including continuous valued AFs.
The place-AF-based tandem Multi-PRS shows the
highest reduction in PER, and roundness-AF-based tandem
system shows the least reduction using predicted AFs. This
is because place AF group has the highest cardinality (i.e.
9), while the roundness has the least cardinality (i.e. 4) as
shown in table 3. The cardinality indicates number of feature classes (i.e. feature dimension). Higher cardinality
(higher feature dimension) provides more discriminative
information to classify among various phonetic units. This
results in improved phone recognition accuracy and reduces
the PER. Similarly, lower cardinality would lead to higher
PER. The consonant AF-based systems have lower PERs
compared with vowel AF-based systems. It is found that
misclassiﬁcations among the consonants are reduced in
consonant AF-based systems, and the misclassiﬁcations
among the vowels are reduced in vowel-AF-based systems.

Table 6. PERs of AF-based tandem Multilingual Phone Recognition Systems.
PER (%) of CD DNNs
Features
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs
MFCCs

Predicted AFs
(baseline)
? place
? manner
? round
? front
? height

35.1
33.5
34.1
34.9
34.1
34.3

Oracle AFs
35.1
21.1
24.0
26.8
26.9
23.1
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6.2 Combination of AFs from multilple AF groups
The AFs from different AF groups are combined together to
take the mutual advantage of all the AFs at the same time.
We have explored 2 approaches for combination: i) LRA
approach and ii) AF-Tandem approach. In the LRA
approach, the lattices generated by the AF-based tandem
systems are combined using the lattice re-scoring method
[69]. The weighting factors required for LRA are tuned
using development set. In the AF-Tandem method of
combination, AFs are augmented as tandem features along
with MFCCs to develop Multi-PRSs [12, 13]. The AFs
derived from the consonant AF groups are combined to
develop consonant-AF-based Multi-PRS, while the vowelAF-based Multi-PRS is developed by combining the AFs
from vowel AF groups. All-AF-based Multi-PRS is developed by combining all the 5 AF-based tandem systems.
Further, we have also explored combining the PPs along
with all the predicted AFs to develop All-AF-PP-based
Multi-PRS [70]. Similar to AFs, the PPs are predicted from
the MFCCs by training a DNN [3, 68, 71, 72]. The posterior
probabilities of different phones in each frame are given by
pðqt ¼ ijxt Þ, where qt is a phone at time t, i ¼ 1; 2; :::; N
and xt is the acoustic features at time t such that
N
X

PðiÞ ¼ 1;

ð2Þ

i¼1

where N is the total number of phone classes.
Table 7 shows the PERs of different AF-based MultiPRSs combined using LRA and AF-Tandem approaches.
The results are shown separately for predicted and oracle
AFs. The improvements in the performance are consistent.
The consonant-AF-based has higher PER reduction compared with vowel-AF-based, while the All-AF-based has
higher PER reduction compared with consonant-AF-based
system. The PER of All-AF-based Multi-PRS using oracle
AFs is 22.3% lower than that of predicted AFs. Given the
remarkably low PER of  10% for oracle-based MultiPRS, there is much scope for enhanced prediction of AFs to
improve the Multi-PRS to reach the performance of oracle
AFs.
It is observed that the LRA method of combination has
least PERs for consonant-AF-based, vowel-AF-based and
All-AF-based Multi-PRSs, while the AF-Tandem method
of combination has shown least PERs for All-AF-PP-based
Multi-PRS. Since the oracle PPs are same as the ground
truth reference labels, it does not make any sense to use
oracle PPs as the features. Hence, we have not conducted
any experiments related to All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRS
using oracle PPs and the corresponding values in table 7 are
represented as ’-’ (hyphen) indicating not applicable.
The AF-Tandem method (through All-AF-PP-based
Multi-PRS) shows the least PER of 32.3% with an absolute
reduction of 2.8% in the PER (8% reduction in relative
PER) compared with baseline Multi-PRS. The AF-Tandem
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Table 7. PERs of combined tandem Multilingual Phone Recognition Systems.
Predicted AFs
Combined Multi-PRSs

LRA

Vowel-AF-based
Consonant-AF-based
All-AF-based
All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRS

Oracle AFs

AF-Tandem

33.4
33.0
32.7
32.6

LRA

34.8
33.7
33.5
32.3

22.1
19.6
12.9
–

AF-Tandem
21.8
17.8
10.4
–

Figure 7. Block diagram of the development of AF-predictors using multi-task learning.

Table 8. AF-Estimation Error Rates of various AF-predictors used with and without MTL approaches.
AF-Estimation error rate (%)
AF-predictor

Non-MTL (stage-1)

Place
Manner
Roundness
Frontness
Height

MTL-1 (stage-2)

21.3
17.9
18.5
23.3
26

19.6
16.7
16.4
20.6
22.8

Table 9. Phone Error Rates of combined Multi-PRSs using both
MTL- and non-MTL-based AF-predictors.
Phone error rate (%)
Combined Multi-PRSs
All-AF-based
All-AF-PP-based

Non-MTL

MTL-1

33.5
32.3

33.6
32.4

MTL-2
33.6
31.9

method not only performs better than LRA but also has less
complex structure than that of LRA. The time complexity
of LRA is almost 5 higher than that of AF-Tandem in
terms of both training and decoding.

MTL-2 (stage-3)
19.5
16.5
16.0
20.3
22.3

There are 33 consonants and 11 vowels in the phone-set
considered. Around 55% of the test data is made of consonants, whereas only 45% constitutes vowels. Out of 45%
of vowel data 15% is wrongly classiﬁed, while 26% out of
55% of consonant data is wrongly classiﬁed. This means
that there is a larger scope to reduce the misclassiﬁcations
within the consonants than vowels. Since the consonant
AFs mainly reduce the misclassiﬁcations within the consonants and there is larger scope to reduce the misclassiﬁcations within the consonants, the consonant-AF-based
Multi-PRS has shown higher improvement in PERs compared with the vowel-AF-based Multi-PRS. Since there are
only a few vowel classes the vowels classiﬁcation using
MFCCs itself provides a reasonably good recognition
accuracy and there is not much scope for further
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improvement in the recognition accuracies using vowel
AFs, which reduce the misclassiﬁcations among vowels.
Also, the number of discriminative feature classes in consonants AFs is higher than that of vowel AFs.

7. MTL for performance enhancement
The theory of MTL states that by jointly learning different
related tasks that share the same input and some internal
representation, the performance of each task can be
improved [48, 73]. In the following subsections, we
investigate the use of MTL to improve the performance of
AF-predictors and Multi-PRSs.

7.1 Development of AF-predictors using MTL
In this section, we investigate the MTL approach for joint
estimation of AFs of various AF groups. The MTL
approach is explored to further reduce the PERs of AFpredictors described in section 5. The approach used for
development of MTL-based AF-predictors is similar to the
one described in [45]. Figure 7 shows a block diagram of
the development of AF-predictors using MTL approach.
The block diagram has 3 stages. Stage-1 is the same as the
one shown in ﬁgure 2. In stage-1, DNNs are trained to
develop AF-predictors using MFCCs as features. These
AF-predictors are not based on MTL and are called nonMTL AF-predictors. In Stage-2, MFCCs and AFs from all
the 5 AF-predictors of stage-1 are concatenated and used as
input to train separate DNNs for each of the 5 AF-predictors. The AF-predictors developed in stage-2 are called
MTL-1 AF-predictors. Similarly, MTL-2 AF-predictors are
developed in stage-3 by concatenating the MFCCs and AFs
from all the 5 AF-predictors of stage-2 followed by training
a separate DNN for each of the 5 AF-predictors.
table 8 shows the AF-EER of various AF-predictors
developed using non-MTL (stage-1) and MTL (stage-2 and
stage-3) approaches. The procedure for computation of AFEER of AF-predictors is mentioned in section 5.3. AFEERs of non-MTL AF-predictors are the same as the ones
shown in table 5 and are shown here for comparison with
the MTL-based AF-predictors. The MTL-1 and MTL-2
systems correspond to stage-2 and stage-3 blocks of ﬁgure 7, respectively.
The AF-EER of all the MTL-based AF-predictors has
consistently reduced compared with the non-MTL AFpredictors. All the non-MTL AF-predictors have shown the
highest AF-EERs while all the MTL-2 AF-predictors have
shown the least AF-EERs. The AF-EERs of MTL-1 AFpredictors are between those of non-MTL and MTL-2 AFpredictors.
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7.2 Multi-PRSs using enhanced AFs from MTLbased AF-predictors
We have combined the AFs predicted from the MTLbased AF-predictors to develop Multi-PRSs. From section 6, it can be observed that the AF-Tandem method
is less complex and has better performance compared
with LRA method of combining the AFs from various
AF-predictors. Hence, we have used only AF-Tandem
method for combining the AFs from various MTL-based
AF-predictors. Table 9 shows the PERs of combined
Multi-PRSs using both MTL- and non-MTL-based AFpredictors. We have considered only the results of AllAF-based and All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRSs using AFTandem method for combination. The results shown in
second column indicate the non-MTL-based Multi-PRSs
that are described in section 6.2. The values in the
second column are taken from table 7 (AF-Tandem
case) and are used for comparison with the results of
MTL-based Multi-PRSs.
Multi-PRSs based on MTL-1 have not shown any
improvement in their PERs; instead, both of them have a
poorer performance compared with non-MTL Multi-PRSs
by a very small margin of 0.1%. In case of MTL-2, All-AFbased Multi-PRS has shown a degraded performance of
0.1% PER whereas the All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRS has
shown an improvement of 0.4% PER compared with nonMTL systems. The best performing MTL-2 Multi-PRS
(31.9%) has a reduction of 0.4% PER compared with the
best performing non-MTL Multi-PRS (32.3%). It is found
that the All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRS using MTL-2 shows
the least PER of 31.9% with an absolute reduction of 3.2%
in the PER (9.1% reduction in relative PER) compared with
baseline Multi-PRS.

8. Summary and conclusions
The baseline Multi-PRS is developed using 4 Indian languages – Kannada, Telugu, Bengali and Odia. MTL-based
AF-predictors have better performance compared with nonMTL AF-predictors. The combination of AFs using AFTandem method performs better than that of LRA method.
The All-AF-PP-based Multi-PRS based on MTL-2 AFpredictors has shown the least PER. The best performing
predicted AFs have shown a reduction of 3.2% in absolute
PER (9.1% reduction in relative PER), while the oracle AFs
have shown an absolute reduction of 24.7% compared with
baseline Multi-PRS. Given the remarkably low PER of
 10% for oracle-based Multi-PRS, it is concluded that
there is much scope for enhanced prediction of AFs to
improve the Multi-PRS to reach the performance of oracle
AFs.
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